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Abstract 
Cutting actions are associated with non-contact ACL injuries in multidirectional sports due to the propensity to 
generate large multiplanar knee joint loads (KJLs) that have the capacity to increase ACL loading and strain. 
Numerous studies have investigated the biomechanical determinants of KJLs in cutting tasks. The aim of this 
systematic review was to comprehensively review the literature regarding biomechanical determinants of KJLs 
during cutting, in order to develop a cutting technical framework alongside training recommendations for 
practitioners regarding KJL mitigation.Databases (SPORTDiscus, Web of Science and PubMed) were 
systematically searched using a combination of the following terms: “Biomechanical determinants”, or “Knee 
abduction moment”, or “Technical determinants”, or “Knee loading”, or “Knee loads”, or “Mechanical determinants”, 
or “ACL strain”, or “Knee adduction moment”, or “Anterior tibial shear”, or “Knee internal rotation moment”, or “Knee 
valgus moment” AND “Change of direction”, or “Cutting manoeuvre”, or “Run and cut”, or “Run-and-cut”, or 
“Sidestepping”, or “Side□stepping”, or “Shuttle run”. 
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